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Collaboration fosters new art forms: 
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Kinetic, hypnotic, imaginative-the 
combination of art and engineering-is 
producing more than just new forms. 
A radical departure from tradition, it 
is proving what can be accomplished 
when artists and engineers work to· 
gether toward common goals. 

By using new materials and recom· 
bining old ideas, both art and industry 
gain . By working in each other's 
worlds, artists and engineers are 
learning something new about their 
own . 

These works are some of the 147 
submitted to an internat ional campe· 
t ion sponsored by Experiments in Art 
and Technology (EAT) , an organiza · 
tion founded in 1966 to encourage 
collaboration between engineers and 
artists . Since then, over 40 Bell Sys· 
tern men have worked on artistic col
laborat ions. 

Every year, during Engineer's Week. 
engineers pause to reexam ine their 
goals. Those who have done colla bora · 
tions find that they become more cre· 
ative in their work; artists say that 
the tech nology provided by the engi· 
neers lets them express ideas in new 
ways. 

Together, they are breaking down 
barriers in conventional art. The reo 
suits are aston ishing- something that 
could not have been achieved by 
either artist or engineer working alone. 

Artist in 'm.ultiple, Wen-Ying Tsai, 
copies his steel rod sculptures, 
which vibrate with strobe lights. 
Earl Reiback (r) created a Lumia, 
mists 0/ ethereal color which he 
has programmed on a. computer. 
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EAT competition winner Jean Dupuy ( r ) de
signed a Heart Beats Dust sculpture ( l) , which 
changes form, in reaction to a. viewer's hea.rt· 
beat, sent to the machine by a stethoscope. 

Total environment-with light patterns projected 
onto a S-sided, striped wall of woad-resulted from 
collaboration of artist Bob Wiegand ( in photo at 
left) and BeU Labs engineer Lloyd Kreuzer. 



A monolithic box with plastic dome, designed by Lillian Schwartz (in 
photo below) and Bell Labs engineer Per BioTn, casts a hypnotic spell 
as the viewer watches the dome shift colors or turn Ted and sink. 

Like giant, suspended pretzels, Al Hamowy's neon and plastic modules flicker and rotate around each other. , 
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